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1. Introduction 

To enhance the scientific output of multi-machine comparisons, EUROfusion has promoted 
the creation of several databases with common definitions and with a common platform. The 
databases will be stored into the IMAS format (ITER integrated modelling and analysis suite) 
[1]. This work is a concise overview of the EUROfusion pedestal database of JET-ILW, 
briefly discussing (a) technical aspects of the work, such as the selection rules, (b) the initial 
analysis, aimed at verifying that the database produces reasonable results and (c) the scaling 
of the thermal stored energy near the pedestal top of JET-ILW. 

 

2. Fitting procedure and data selection. 
The pedestal structure is determined using the pre-ELM profiles (70-99% of the ELM 

cycle) of the High Resolution Thomson Scattering [2] processed as described in [3]. Pedestal 
parameters are extracted by fitting the experimental data with both a mtanh function [4] and a 
combination of linear functions. In the JET-ILW database, the two fitting functions produce 
qualitatively similar results. Due to uncertainty in the absolute position of the Thomson data, 
the profiles have been systematically shifted to have 100eV at the separatrix, as estimated 
using the two point model for the power balance at the separatrix. 

To ensure a good quality of the pedestal data, the entries of the JET-ILW pedestal database 
have been selected accordingly to the following three rules. (a) The reduced χ2 of the fits 
calculated in the region 0.8<ψN<1.05 must be lower than 1.5 to ensure good fits. (b) The time 
intervals must be stationary for at least 0.5s and (c) for at least 2τE. The stationarity has been 
verified in several global parameters: Ip,  q95, NBI power, ICRH power, radiated power, strike 
point position, gas fuelling rate, seeding rate, line integrated density, triangularity, βN, H98, 
ELM frequency. The level of stationarity cannot be strictly determined and must be relatively 
flexible. Several discharges have been performed with engineering parameters in feedback 
(for example, on gas to keep fELM constant or on the NBI power to keep βN constant).  

Version 1 of the JET-ILW database contains ≈1050 entries. Details on the selection rules, 
definitions and workflow can be found at the link in reference [5]. 

 

3. ELM type 
A key distinction to be included in the database is the ELM type. The data have been 

labelled considering only two type of ELMs, type I and type III. ELMs are defined as type I 
when their frequency (fELM) increases with increasing Psep (power through the separatrix) 
with all other engineering parameters constant, while are defined as type III when the 
frequency decreases with increasing Psep [6]. 
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It is very challenging to apply this empirical 
definition to the database. Figure 1 shows fELM 
versus Psep. Psep has been estimated as total 
input power minus the inter-ELM radiated 
power. No clear trend is observed when 
considering the entire database. Therefore, the 
data have been divided in many subsets with 
constant engineering parameters (apart from 
power). The red data show an example at 3MA 
and the orange data an example at 2MA. In 
both cases, the ELMs have been classified as 
Type I. The blue data show a specific NBI 
power scan at 1.4MA/1.7T [7]. The ELM frequency decreases till Psep≈4MW, highlighting 
Type III ELMs. At higher Psep, this scan is characterized by Type I ELMs.  

We must highlight that this approach cannot be 100% reliable and it is possible that some 
entries have been labelled with the wrong ELM type. 

 
4. Pedestal height and pedestal width 

The pre-ELM pedestal height determined 
from mtanh fit for electron density and 
temperature is shown in figure 2. Hereafter, 
only deuterium plasmas with no pellets, no 
seeding, no kicks, no RMPs are considered, 
unless otherwise stated. The colors highlight 
the total input power determined as 
Pnet=PNBI+PICRH+PΩ -Pshi. 

 First of all, high triangularity (δ) plasmas 
tend to have higher pedestal density, in 
agreement with many previous results [8].  
Then, we can observe that the increase in Pnet 
leads to the increase in the pedestal pressure. 
This is mainly due the increase of the pedestal 
temperature (Te

ped) . This is also in agreement 
with previous JET-ILW results [7,9]. 

The pre-ELM pedestal width is determined 
from the mtanh fit of the experimental data for 
temperature and density. Due to the lack of a 
deconvolution method for the electron 
pressure (pe), the pe width is estimated in two 
ways: (a) by fitting the product of the 
deconvolved Te and ne fits and (b) using the 
EPED definition [10], wpe=(wTe+wne)/2. The width from definition (b) is shown in figure 3. It 
is clear that wpe does not follow the trend expected from the EPED1 model, 
wpe=0.076(βθ

ped)0.5. This might be due to a variation in the coefficient 0.076 rather than a 
change in the exponent. 
 

5. Pedestal stability, normalized pressure gradient and pedestal position. 
To complement the experimental data, the database contains the results of the 

peeling-ballooning (P-B) stability analysis. This was done by self-consistent runs of ELITE 
[11] (using the bootstrap current from the Sauter model [12]), which provide the normalized 

 
Figure 1. ELM frequency vs Psep. Light blue: NBI 
power scan at 1.4MA/1.7T. Orange and red data: 
datasets with constant engineering parameters 
(apart Psep) at Ip=2MA, and Ip=3MA respectively. 

 
Figure 2. Pedestal temperature and density for 
deuterium unseeded plasmas. Dashed lines 
highlight the isobars. 

 
Figure 3. Width of the pe pedestal (using the EPED 
definition) versus the total poloidal beta at the 
pedestal. Colors highlight the distance from the 
P-B boundary, estimated as αcrit/αexp. 
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pressure gradient α and the pedestal temperature expected by the P-B stability, αcrit and Te
crit 

respectively. These parameters are useful to determine how close the plasma is to the P-B 
boundary, for example by comparing αcrit with the experimental α (αexp). The normalized 
pressure gradient is defined as in reference [13]. 

It turns out that when JET-ILW is close to the P-B boundary (i.e. 0.9<αcrit /αexp<1.1), the 
pedestal width scales as expected in the EPED1 model. See the “blue” colors in figure 3. The 
larger the deviation from the scaling wpe=0.076(βθ

ped)0.5, the larger the distance from the P-B 
boundary (αcrit /αexp>2.5, see red colors in figure 3). 

 Keeping in my mind that 
the goal of this work is to 
validate the database (for 
example by cross-checking 
trends from earlier works), 
we have investigated the 
role of the pedestal position 
in the pedestal stability. The 
pedestal position is 
determined as the position 
of the maximum gradient.  

Two main results are 
present in the recent 
literature regarding the role of the pedestal position. In JET-ILW, it has been found that the 
increase of normalized pressure gradient αexp is correlated with the reduction of the relative 
shift (the difference between ne

pos and Te
pos) [14]. In AUG, it has been found that the inward 

shift of the pe position (pe
pos) leads to the increase of the pedestal pressure height [15].  

Figure 5(a) shows the correlation between αexp and the relative shift. Considering the entire 
database (grey data), no clear trend is present. However, since β influences the pedestal 
stability, reference [14] highlights that the trend is present at constant  βθ

ped. The colors in 
figure 5(a) highlight the datasets with βθ

ped≈0.15 (light blue), βθ
ped≈0.25 (green) and  

βθ
ped≈0.35 (red). The selected datasets shows a trend consistent with reference [14]. 

Figure 5(b) shows the correlation of  αexp  versus the pressure position. Considering the 
entire dataset (grey data), no correlation is present. However, the dependence of the 
normalized pressure gradient on the pe

pos is a consequence of the P-B stability and is therefore 
expected only when the plasma reaches the P-B boundary. The data close to the P-B 
boundary (0.9<αcrit /αexp<1.1) are highlighted in blue in figure 5(b). Moreover, since the 
pedestal stability is affected also by β and shape, the blue data have been further selected with 
low-δ and with 2.0<βN<2.5. The selected dataset has a trend between αexp and pe

pos consistent 
with what observed in AUG [15]. 
 

6. Scalings of the stored energy at ψN=0.9. 
One of the reasons to create a pedestal database is to update the scaling laws of the pedestal 

for the extrapolation of the pedestal to unexplored operational regimes or to new machines. 
In this section we focus only on the pedestal stored energy. To estimate the pedestal stored 
energy, we have used a simple but practical “proxy”, W90. This is calculated as the stored 
energy at ψN=0.9 determined from the ELM-averaged total pressure (assuming Ti=Te and 
calculating ni from ne and Zeff with Be as main impurity). This definition has been applied to 
a JET-C dataset giving a good agreement with the Cordey scaling [16]. This suggests that 
W90 is a simple but reasonable proxy to have an estimate comparable to the Wped used by 
Cordey. Moreover, this definition has the advantage of being representative of the stored 

 
Figure 5. (a) Experimental normalized pressure gradient αexp versus the 
relative shift for the entire database (grey data) and for data with similar 
βθ

ped (colors). (b) αexp versus pe
pos for the entire database (grey data) and 

for low-δ data on the P-B boundary with 2.0<βN<2.5  (light blue). 
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energy above the top of the pedestal. Therefore, it can be directly used by the core modellers 
as reliable “edge” value.  

This section show the scaling results using a nonlinear Bayesian regression method with the 
following parameters: Ip, Pnet, δ, fuelling rate (Γ). Different regression methods and different 
sets of parameters will be discussed in future works. Note that parameters such as density or 
magnetic field cannot be 
included in the present 
dataset because of their 
strong correlation with Ip. 
Their inclusion will require 
a multi-machine effort. 

Figure 6(a) shows the 
regression for D plasmas 
with no N seeding, no 
RMPs and no kicks. The 
regression results using the 
model of equation 1 are 
reported in table 1.  

𝑊𝑊90 = 𝛼𝛼0𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝
𝛼𝛼𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

𝛼𝛼𝑃𝑃𝛿𝛿 
𝛼𝛼𝛿𝛿Γ 

𝛼𝛼Γ              (1) 
The exponents of Ip and Pnet are slightly lower than those obtained by Cordey, which were 

respectively αI =1.41±0.06 and αP =0.5±0.04. However, the lower αI might be due to the fact 
that in equation 1 the density is not considered. 

Figure 6(b) shows the regression considering all the data of frame (a) plus the H plasma. In 
this case, the main ion isotope mass A has been included in the regression. We can note that 
that inclusion of the hydrogen data does not influence the values of the exponents, suggesting 
that the result is rather robust. Moreover, we can note that exponent of the isotope is 
significantly larger than what was obtained in the IPB98(y,2) scaling (which was 0.19), but it 
is similar to the mass exponent recently determined for the energy confinement in JET-ILW  
(≈0.4) as shown in reference [17]. 
 

 α0 αI αP αδ αΓ αA 
D                (fit 1) 0.33±0.03 1.25±0.05 0.29±0.03 0.33±0.04 -0.06±0.01 - 
D and H     (fit 2) 0.21±0.02 1.25±0.05 0.30±0.03 0.30±0.03 -0.06±0.01 0.48±0.08 
Table 1. Scaling parameters of equation 1 using a nonlinear Bayesian regression method.  

 

7. Conclusions and outlook 
The work has briefly described the EUROfusion pedestal database for JET-ILW. A 
preliminary analysis shows that the results are consistent with previous JET-ILW works, 
suggesting that the data contained in the database are rather reliable. Future works will 
investigate the discrepancy between the P-B model and the JET-ILW experimental data and 
will extend the scaling analysis initiated in Section 6.  
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Figure 6. ELM averaged thermal stored energy at ψN=0.9 versus 
empirical fits, (a) considering only D plasmas and (b) considering H and 
D plasmas. 
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